
FASTENERS, HARDWARE & SHOP SUPPLIES



BOLT BINS, HARDWARE CARTS & 
TOOL CRIB MANAGEMENT

The Industrial Depot offers vendor managed 
inventory systems

Material Management
Your account manager will create an ergonomic work cell environment for employees that 
results in maximum efficiency of your work area. To do this, your account manager will first 
evaluate how product is moved into and out of your work area and identify the requirements 
to complete work within the area. Then adjusted “min/max” quantities, based on your product 
usage, will be integrated into the work cell environment.

Fasteners & Bins Ready to Ship
We have over 800 Standard Fasteners & Hardware Bins ready to ship. We can also custom 
build any kind of bin and work cell station. Contract packaging is also available.

Bin Stock
The Industrial Depot personnel will work with you to organize and maintain your work cell 
area(s). Through bar coding technology, your account manager will help to establish “min/
max” quantities for your work cell. The Industrial Depot will monitor and restock the cells to 
maintain your desired inventory levels.

Vending Machine
The Industrial Depot Presents the LC Line of Keepers. Lower-Cost Keepers for managing 
supplies that don’t need insulation. These valuable machines reduce manufacturing costs 
by increasing manufacturing efficiency. Supplies are now safe, secured and their use is 
fully accounted for. Computer-generated reports keep you fully informed.

Production Line Stocking
Your account manager will create an ergonomic work cell environment for employees that 
results in maximum efficiency of your work area. To do this, your account manager will first 
evaluate how product is moved into and out of your work area and identify the requirements 
to complete work within the area. Then adjusted “min/max” quantities, based on your product 
usage, will be integrated into the work cell environment. 

In Plant Location
The distribution process is made possible by The Industrial Depot personnel. These individuals 
receive, package, and distribute product on a daily basis. The Industrial Depot is able to 
implement supply chain solutions to best meet the needs of our wide range of customers 
by providing in plant services. Customizing the needs of each customer streamlines the 
distribution process, resulting in a reduction of waste and cost for your company. 
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